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Rationale, Purpose, and Mission
The Dyer Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship was founded in 2018 thanks to the
generosity, passion, and financial support of Bradbury Dyer ‘64. The rationale for the gift was
the transformational elevation in awareness of entrepreneurship on campus and creating a focus
for a wide range of innovative activities on campus. The very nature of the Lafayette experience,
which integrates liberal arts and engineering, inspires innovative thinking by the members of our
community. The purpose of the Dyer Center is to further this blending of STEM and humanities
and to support the College’s ability to adapt our entrepreneurial and innovative learning
experiences as our world evolves and advances.
In order to bring more attention to our nascent efforts, the Dyer Center was re-located in
the recently built Rockwell Integrated Sciences Center in 2019. The Dyer Center currently offers
students a collaborative work environment at the entrance floor of a cutting-edge research
facility as well as a Makerspace that is open to all students. We are a central element to the
campus community, at the forefront of curricular and co-curricular innovation, and enjoy our
beautiful new space in the newest building on campus.
The mission of the Dyer Center is to foster and sustain a culture of innovation and
entrepreneurship that increases the creative capacity and community of Lafayette students to
lead and inspire change.
Strategic Goals and Objectives
The Dyer Center was created to serve all 2,800 students and 250 faculty on campus. As
such, it does not reside within any particular academic division or program or have any dedicated
faculty lines. The strategic goal of the center is to embrace the pedagogical value of
entrepreneurship as a skillset applicable across professional domains and its necessity for student
success. The Dyer Center seeks to integrate entrepreneurship into the Lafayette liberal arts
experience and serves as an anchor to an entrepreneurial ecosystem designed to spark innovative
thinking and action. The vision for the center is to provide a best-in-class entrepreneurship and
innovation center for Lafayette students which fosters the problem-solving abilities needed in
today’s fast-paced world: innovative, experimental, agile, and iterative.
Specific objectives have included: the development of a four year fellowship program to
develop next generation innovators (2020); a fully integrated and cross campus co-curricular
experience (e.g. competitions, workshops, speaker series); student incubator (2019),
professionals (entrepreneur/innovator/executive) in residence program (2019); real estate
partnership and integration (2020); and project based learning in curricular and co-curricular
activities (2021).
During the last year of operation, the Dyer Center directly engaged 623 students and 52
faculty members. We sponsored four professionals in residence, led 14 workshops and 3
bootcamps, consulted with over 30 student venture teams, and mentored three startups in our
summer accelerator program. In addition, the Dyer team developed and delivered three academic
courses and gave 20 guest lectures across a wide range of academic disciplines. Finally, we
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launched our inaugural class of Dyer fellows (6 students) and recruited our second cohort (10
students). The Dyer team is typically composed of an executive director, a faculty director, a
full-time administrative coordinator, an entrepreneur in residence, a real estate mentor,
innovators in residence (2), and two student innovation leads.
Major Milestones

Major Achievements
With a north star of preparing Lafayette students to compete in an innovation-based economy,
the Dyer Center developed and delivered without the benefit of an existing academic
entrepreneurship department or any dedicated entrepreneurship faculty:
The Designing Your Entrepreneurial Roadmap (D.Y.E.R.) fellowship: a paid, sequenced,
and progressive cohort based, four-year program that begins with the foundational
mechanics of innovation and entrepreneurship and culminates with a $4,000 investment
in a student’s idea or professional development. This program helps students maximize
their four years at Lafayette and accelerate their impact after graduation. This initiative
will be the focus of a presentation at GCEC 2022.
Skill development boot camps (8 weeks during the summer session) in data analytics, UX
design, and digital marketing. Over the past three years, we have recruited and financially
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supported over 200 Lafayette students as they have learned practical and in-demand
professional skills in data and marketing.
Project-based learning. Through partnerships with local companies, nonprofits, and
academic departments, we support student learning through real-world projects that align
with their passions and interests. To challenge themselves and serve others in meaningful
ways, student teams have conducted market feasibility studies, built customer
relationship management tools, and developed customer acquisition and digital marketing
plans. These partnerships have been implemented in co-curricular programs (DYER
fellowship, Lafayette Consulting Group, Collegiate Entrepreneurship Organization) as
well as curricular opportunities (Social Entrepreneurship, Biotech Innovation, and
Computer and Data Science Capstone courses).
Real Estate Innovation. One of our signature community engagement efforts which we
helped co-found, The Real Estate Lab, continues to support aspiring entrepreneurs from
underrepresented backgrounds. We have graduated three cohorts, deploying bridge
capital and additional investments bringing our total funding to over $1.5M. The Real
Estate Lab also helps participants develop a wide array of skills necessary for success in
the industry. We have also partnered with the Urban Land Institute to provide students
with access to their Foundations of Real Estate Certificate as part of our real estate case
competition..
Distinguishing Aspects and Sustainability Plan
The Dyer Center occupies a unique position within the College, bringing an
interdisciplinary and innovative approach to entrepreneurship education involving both the
liberal arts and engineering in a small college setting. We have had a significant impact on both
the curricular and co-curricular landscapes on campus, creating a vibrant entrepreneurial
ecosystem by drawing from all corners of campus. The Dyer Center has worked tirelessly to
integrate local ventures (especially social entrepreneurship in the Lehigh Valley) into the
curriculum at Lafayette College through strategic partnerships with our Gateway Career Center,
Landis Center for Community Engagements, and the Office of Sustainability. Furthermore, our
partnership with the Real Estate Lab and Urban Land Institute have facilitated countless
opportunities for those aspiring to a career in real estate.
The hallmark of the Dyer Center in the future will be its ability to engage all of campus,
to meaningfully integrate each academic and co-curricular area of inquiry. This will be jump
started through new seminar series launched in 2022-23 such as Arts+Entrepreneurship
(partnership with Performing and Visual arts), Inclusive Innovators (partnership with the Hanson
Center for Inclusive STEM research), and Intellectual Property in the 21st Century (partnership
with Engineering, English, Biology, and Economics). Additionally, through our Dyer Fellowship
program, we will continue to develop the next generation of innovative entrepreneurs,
instrumental in enhancing our impact and reputation with students and faculty. Fundamentally,
the Dyer Center will realize sustained relevance on campus when we see high levels of
engagement across campus boundaries, providing a wealth of opportunities to our students.
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Purpose and mission
More than ever, the world needs innovative products, services and organizations to help solve
society’s increasingly complex challenges. Who will develop them? Entrepreneurs and innovators.
Dyer Center Fellows will be a select group of Lafayette students with a passion for problem-solving
and capacity to apply it to their academic, career and life goals.
With a belief that entrepreneurship can be nurtured and taught, the Dyer Center will offer a flexible
yet disciplined pathway for fellows to develop mindset, systems understanding, networks, and
practical skills to build and thrive in fast paced, dynamic organizations. Each cohort will access eight
semesters of intentional education and experiences, exploring their strengths and interests,
identifying and pressure-testing ideas in teams, enhancing their creativity and maximizing their
extensive opportunities for growth at Lafayette College.

How the Fellowship works:
Fellows enter as first year students and are eligible for 4 years of support, renewed annually
based on milestone progress and performance.
Fellows attend a pre-semester orientation week filled with training, reflection, and immersion into
Dyer, Lafayette, Easton and their own cohort.
Fellows, with Dyer Center support, develop a flexible yet structured developmental pathway to
acquire entrepreneurial capabilities necessary to “pursue opportunities without regard to
resources currently under control”.
Dyer fellows attend academic and practical workshops, develop and pressure test real projects,
meet regularly with mentors and plan and achieve individual milestones.
Fellows spend roughly 20 hours per month in training and practice, receiving a monthly stipend
and earning a $4,000 professional development grant their junior year.

Qualifications:
Dyer Fellows show drive and intrinsic motivation to impact their world, along with a relentless focus on
problem solving. Fellows bring high expectations, ambition and the humility to collaborate with others
in an authentic and respectful way to achieve exceptional results. By their 3rd and 4th years, they are
expected to build or contribute to ventures in diverse fields and interests, impacting many people in
the Lafayette community and beyond.

dyercenter@lafayette.edu

610 330 3091

dyer.lafayette.edu

HIGHLIGHTS
PROGRAMMING—COMPETITIONS AND EVENTS
REAL ESTATE COMPETITION 
Using phase two of the McCartney Street housing
project, a case developed in part by J.B. Reilly
’83, 50 students began at a boot camp where
14 teams spent a day becoming literate in real
estate by meeting with and hearing from experts
in the field. Over two weeks, teams applied what
they learned, consulted with various mentors, put
together a pro forma, developed a strategy, and
built a presentation. Ultimately only three teams
made the cut to compete, presenting their plans
to a distinguished panel of judges, including John
Pierce ’81 from the Rockefeller Group and Scott
Van Cleef ’85 from Country Classics Inc.

PROGRAMMING—COMPETITIONS AND EVENTS
VIRTUAL PITCH
COMPETITION 
237 viewers tuned in to watch five
student teams pitch their business
ideas to three alumni judges: Ran
Reske ’01, co-founder of Resident, a
home furnishings brand that includes
the Nectar Sleep mattress; Marc
Lisi ’08, co-founder of Suvoda, a
clinical trials solution business;
and Jaime Getto ’13, co-founder of
Nowaday, a travel experience startup.
Strong efforts had teams share the
$5,000 in prize money.

 CEO
Eight students and Chris Ruebeck, associate professor
of economics, soaked in the innovation at the Collegiate
Entrepreneurs’ Organization (CEO) global conference and pitch
competition in Tampa, Fla. They spent three days with over
700 students from 150 national and international CEO chapters
to “network with other entrepreneurially minded students and
listen to presentations from seasoned entrepreneurs.”

GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP WEEK 
The week filled calendars in November with actionpacked, hands-on workshops and discussions
including using the creative process to develop
a Lafayette ice cream flavor; startup lessons on
forming and validating an idea, building a business
model, marketing an idea, and pitching to investors;
and conversations with alumni entrepreneurs
including WeLo co-founders Jeremy Scott ’07,
Tom Shearer ’06, and
Mike Singer ’06, and Chris
DiMarco ’98, founder and CEO
of Perpay, the number one
retailer in this year’s Inc. 5000.

THREE-DAY STARTUP 
Lafayette students joined with future entrepreneurs at
Shippensburg University for a three-day startup event
that had intercollegiate teams bring ideas to life from
concept to customer research to prototype to pitch.

 Yusuf Dahl with Dr. Tom Morgan,

Director, Charles H. Diller Jr. Center
for Entrepreneurial Leadership and
Innovation at Shippensburg University
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DON MOREL ’79
ESTABLISHES
ENTREPRENEUR-INRESIDENCE PROGRAM

BERGH SUMMER
ACCELERATOR

T

D

on ’79 and Lauren Morel P’18 made a lead gift to establish
a new Entrepreneur-in-Residence program on the same
night Morel delivered the President’s Entrepreneurial Lecture
on innovation and the future of health care. The gift will
further the College’s continued efforts to grow a robust
interdisciplinary entrepreneurship program, one that was
initiated years ago through initial support from the Morels.
“For those who have been here from the beginning, have
witnessed our starts and stops, triumphs and setbacks, there is
one name they will cite more than any other: Don Morel,” said
Yusuf Dahl, Bradbury Dyer, III ’64 Director of the Center for
Innovation and Entrepreneurship. “Don provided the vision,
encouragement, and early funding to experiment with a formal
program for entrepreneurship at Lafayette.”
The new program will enable Lafayette
to bring entrepreneurial leaders to
campus to share their knowledge
and networks, and helps meet
one of the Dyer Center’s core
objectives—supporting Lafayette
faculty in the development of
courses and coursework that
complement the co-curricular
programming of the Dyer Center
and serving as mentors and
advisers for students.
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SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
COURSE LAUNCHES

M

arty Johnson, the first Don and Lauren Morel
Entrepreneur-in-Residence at the College, knows a
liberal arts background adds competitive advantages to
social entrepreneurs.
As the grandson of sharecroppers, Johnson grew up in
poverty, and then spent his life finding innovative ways to
solve it as founder and CEO of Isles Inc., a Trenton, N.J.-based
urban sustainable development organization that fosters selfreliance and healthy neighborhoods.
Johnson and his two other co-founders formed Isles as
Princeton students in 1981. Eventually it became the city’s
largest community
development
organization. Five
years ago, Johnson
moved into the
classroom, bringing
a practitioner’s
perspective to
teaching. He taught
the inaugural social
entrepreneurship
course this spring,
having students
explore their own
interests as entrepreneurs, research entrepreneurship,
meet entrepreneurs from international and domestic
organizations, and learn the big challenges facing social
entrepreneurs. By the end of the term, students pitched
ideas to solve social issues on campus and in the community.

JOSEPH SEYOUM ’20

T

his senior economics major has been fully enmeshed in
Center activities this semester and reaping the rewards.
With a position at Bloomberg L.P. awaiting him after
graduation, Seyoum is still working to hone his entrepreneurial
chops, knowing that one good idea can alter the trajectory
of his life. He attended the Three-Day
Startup event where his idea—
Finfo, the personal finance
and budgeting solution for
Generation Z—was selected by
a team to develop. He joined
the CEO in Tampa for its
global conference. “Everyone
in that environment had an
entrepreneurial mindset,” says
Seyoum. “Students were sharing
ideas, running businesses, and
talking process. It was a real
opportunity for learning and
mentorship.” Closer to home, he
pulled in two wins as his team
won the Real Estate Case
competition, and he and
his business partner
shared the cash prize
in the Business Pitch
competition.

he Bergh Summer Accelerator plays a central role in the
entrepreneurship ecosystem at Lafayette. It provides
space, funding, and resources for student teams to work full
time during the summer to validate and scale promising
ideas. Equally important, it plays a vital role in changing
the campus culture. There is an ingrained linear image
of student success–from
summer internship to Fortune
500 job offer–that doesn’t
reflect the current diversity
of student interests/values,
nor the realities of the world.
Increasingly, students at
Lafayette are thinking about
problems in the world they care
about and want to solve now,
and our job is to provide them
the tools/support they need to work on them. The Bergh
Summer Accelerator sends a clear message that our students
should not wait until entering the professional world to apply
the education they are receiving to problems that need to be
addressed right now.
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HIGHLIGHTS
GROWTH

COMMUNITY

MAKER SPACE 

REAL ESTATE LAB 

Students and alumni led several
virtual and in-person sessions,
including paper making by Jake
Hoffner ’19 and solar panel
charger by Sebastian Wallach ’23.

A partnership between the Dyer Center and City Center
Allentown called the Real Estate Lab graduated its
inaugural cohort of real estate entrepreneurs who will
work to transform downtown Allentown neighborhoods.

 CONFERENCE TALKS
Yusuf Dahl delivered poignant talks at
several conferences, including one at
Ashoka, which brought together global
changemakers, titled “The 20% Rule for
Innovation in Higher Education.”

STUDENTS IN ACTION 
Fifteen students took on
roles across campus, in the
community, and at companies
to assist with innovative projects
in various fields, including
in intellectual property,
development, data
analytics, and STEM
education.
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CURRICULAR
INDS 223: SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

EGRS 370: BUILDING THE HIGH-TECH STARTUP

Rachel Hogan Carr, executive director of Easton’s Nurture Nature
Center, who has experience in social science community research
studies, innovation in community engagement, and a wide range
of roles in several of Easton’s civic organizations.

Sandra Furnbach Clavijo ’03, who graduated with a dual
degree in civil engineering and international affairs, worked as a
project engineer in urban land development, earned a master’s
in engineering management, and today works in the school of
engineering and sciences at Stevens Institute of Technology as
director of core education at the Center for Student Success.

NEW FACULTY
ADVISER 
Dyer Center thanks Chris
Ruebeck, associate
professor of economics,
for his two years of service
as the faculty director and
welcomes Toby Rossmann,
associate professor of
mechanical engineering as
he begins his tenure in the
faculty director role.
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